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Release Notes
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1 Introduction

Welcome to the Release Notes for DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access 3.4.0! This document describes new features and enhancements, as well as known issues.

1.1 Main Application Versions

This release includes:

- DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access 3.4.0
2 New Features and Enhancements

This chapter describes the different significant enhancements for the DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access 3.4 release.

2.1 Native Support of Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 (or Later)

With this release, DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access supports Internet Information Services (IIS) 7 or later.

2.2 Improved Configuration Workflow

Unlike with previous DIGIPASS Authentication Plug-In versions, restarting IIS is no longer required after you have made changes to the plug-in configuration.

2.3 Improved Integration with IIS

IIS Management Scripts and Tools is no longer needed to register the DIGIPASS Authentication Plug-In in IIS.
3  Fixes and Other Updates

This chapter enumerates major issues fixed in DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access 3.4, along with notable changes to the way some features operate.

3.1  Deprecated Components and Features

- The DIGIPASS Authentication Plug-In no longer supports VACMAN Middleware.
- With this release, the Flash challenge applet is no longer supported.
- With this release, Internet Information Services (IIS) 6 is no longer supported.
4 Known Issues

This chapter lists and describes known issues that exist in the DIGIPASS Authentication for Remote Desktop Web Access 3.4 release.

4.1 Unknown Character Encoding

If you specify character encoding (in the DIGIPASS Authentication Plug-In Configuration Center or the Settings.xml file) that is unknown to the product, an out-of-memory error will be reported in the plug-in’s trace file instead of the correct error message.